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bathomatic, bathovision and iShower debut at Sleep 2010
Hotel customers get absorbed by the beauty of a well designed hotel room, but often
they are lost when trying to get things to function. The worst is the bathroom with a
variety of devices from the TV and mirror lights to thermostatic controls and diverters.
Some of which do simple things like dispensing water when needed at the required
temperature and flow, while others perform more complex tasks.
The product portfolio of Unique Automation - the World’s leader in bathroom automation
features products set to change this.

For the Bath
bathomatic®
With bathomatic® a customer no longer needs to investigate
how to put the bath plug down and what levers to turn to get
a bath drawn as it is all done for them. bathomatic® utilises
the most innovative and advanced water management technology in combination with
the connectivity and interfaces offered by today’s’ smart phones to offer not just a bath,
but an effortless bathing experience. bathomatic® needs to know what temperature, dept
and perfume is required and “hey presto”.

Should the guest be kept away from their

bath, bathomatic® will maintain the water temperature, offering unparallel customer
experience while at the same time saving water, energy and packaging1 from
perfumes/bubbles. Another valuable feature for hoteliers is that once set bathomatic
can store multiple presets for the same customer. These can be used whenever and
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wherever required, throughout multiple hotel locations from the room, reception desk,
the bar to the customers’ own smart phones. From extreme sophistication of a touch
control to the simplicity of bath plug lever bathomatic is a true marvel of today’s
bathroom technology.

bathomatic® TO Guard®
Is high water usage and flooding a continual headache for your hotel? Have guests
scalded themselves on your hot water or flooded their room? In response to numerous
requests from the hospitality industry, Unique Automation has developed the bathomatic®
TO Guard® to combat these perennial problems.
Sure to bring a wave of relief to the faces of hoteliers and maintenance teams the world
over, bathomatic® TO Guard® is a simple device that prevents overflow and the delivery of
over-hot water to baths and shower-baths. A bath waste/drain that looks no different
from any other, this revolutionary new product provides a host of benefits to save water,
energy, flooding and scalding accidents – and money.
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bathovision®
For the bathroom a waterproof and
tamperproof mirror with stylish bevelled
edges is transformed into fabulous,
waterproof and condensation free TV on
demand.
®

Now a 24” hotel room bathovision is available with build in Media Server allowing web
browsing, youtube, BBC iPlayer2 and access to all sorts of media from USB to HDDs
attached to it or on the hotel network.

For the Shower
With capability to handle water capacity from 0- 450 litters
per min on 12 individually controlled outlets iShower®
redefines showering to a true water experience.

It

remembers customer presets and takes a snapshot of
showering experiences for variety of overhead showers,
water falls and jets.
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